At Sanborn Mills Farm, preserving the past and planning for the future go hand in hand!
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Cleaning your windows and wondering ... why does old glass have a wavy look to it?

We are doing some “spring cleaning,” which includes our old windows. If you have a house or barn that dates back to the early 19th century or even earlier, you may notice your windows have waves or ripples. A common explanation is that ripples are result of glass "slumping" over the years. We’ve been researching the history of glass and according to most reliable accounts, the waves really have to do with the way the glass was made.

Up until the 1850s or so, window panes were usually made using the crown glass process. A lump of molten glass was rolled, blown, expanded, flattened, spun into a disc, and then cut into small panes. The thinnest glass was on the outer edge of the disc so when setting the panes, the thicker section was usually set toward the bottom. And, back in the day, nothing was wasted so the center or “bulls eye” of the disc was used decoratively, often in transoms.
Around the 1850s the cylinder glass process came into common use. Molten glass was blown into a big cylindrical shape, then opened up into what they called a "shawl," reheated so that it would lay flat, and then cut into panes.

How to tell the difference? When you look at crown glass from the side, you will see subtle swirls or ripples caused by the spinning process.

With cylinder glass, the waves appear as faint parallel ripples.

So there you have it, as with all traditional crafts, if you look closely, the subtleties tell the story of the process.

---

**Tree to truss - where does it start?**

At Sanborn Mills Farm we harvest and saw out our own logs for all our timber framed construction. Our goal is to maintain a healthy productive forest and our forestry plan was mapped out by forester Jake Bronneberg.

A number of steps bring the trees to the mill. Back in the day colorful language described the jobs and the men who did them. Choppers cut down the trees, swampers cleared the trails and skid roads, and teamsters drove the oxen & horses that hauled the trees out of the woods to the landing. At Sanborn Mills Farm we still use most of these traditional practices.
While most logging is done in the winter, our crew has been felling some trees this spring for our ongoing projects.

Tyler cutting the tree into logs for transport to the mill.

Oxen workshop.

Logs in the mill pond waiting to be sawed into lumber.
Our annual Open House is around the corner . . .

Father's Day, June 18th is the perfect time to see our newly repaired 1829 sawmill in action and the get a look at the 1830 gristmill grinding local corn.

From 10 am to 3 pm demonstrations of carpentry, ox yoke making, blacksmithing, and traditional carpentry skills will be taking place around the farm. You will also get to see oxen and draft horses hauling logs and doing farm chores.

If you have been tracking the growth of our infrastructure, you'll be able to see the exterior of the new Carriage Barn. Destined to become a space for future functions and a "bunkhouse," it is about to get its siding and standing seam roof.

The event is free and donations to support our educational efforts are gratefully accepted.

Click here for more info on the Open House including directions to the farm.
Photos from our May ox yoke making workshop . . .

To work a team of oxen in a garden or in the woods you need a good fitting neck yoke. As a team grows to maturity, it may need up to six different size yokes.

In mid-May four students learned to make the New England style ox yoke from our master ox teamster and farm manager Tim Huppe, assisted by Greg Wright.

The workshop began with how to identify a suitable log and saw out the "cant" (the piece of wood that becomes the yoke.) Students learned to read the pith (heart wood) and discuss defects that may exist by scanning the bark.

Three students made their yoke from Black Birch and one used White Pine. The bows were all steam bent Hickory.

Laying out a specific size yoke without the use of a template was also covered. Other steps included drilling, sanding, and applying a finish. Before modern power tools were available, all of this work was done with hand tools. While keeping to the traditional form and function of the neck yoke, we are utilizing a few modern tools to save time.
There are still openings in the following oxen workshops:

Logging with Oxen, Sept 16 & 17
Oxen Basics for the Teamster & Team, Oct 14 & 15

Scott Brundage of Douglas, MA.

A satisfied crew with their new ox yokes.
(left to right) Scott Brundage, Greg Wright, Keith Ohlinger, Ray Ramsay (kneeling), Tim Huppe and Rick Thomas.
New date for our July Open Forge - Sunday, July 30

If you have some prior experience in blacksmithing - either by taking a workshop here at the farm or somewhere else - an Open Forge session is a great opportunity to work in our well equipped studio and practice some skills.

Master blacksmith Garry Kalajian will be on hand for the day as a resource.

It's a bargain for the price of $60! Click here to register.

---
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